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Taurus 1911 45ACP 8RD Blued - Blue/Black, 5" Barrel, 8+1 Rounds, 3-Dot Sights
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Model:

1191101




 



Condition:

Factory New




 



Bud's Item Number:

17285



 


UPC:
725327601029

 


MFG:


Taurus
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	Caliber/Gauge	.45 ACP
	Specific Caliber	.45 ACP
	Finish	Blue
	Barrel Length	5
	Magazine Capacity	8


SA. Large frame, semi-auto. Steel construction. Ambidextrous
safety. Skeletonized trigger. Target hammer. Serrated slide. Checkered
trigger guard. Heinie "Straight Eight" 2-dot sights. Polished feed ramp.
Lowered & flared ejection port. Custom grip panels. Beavertail grip
safety w/memory pad. Extended magazine release. Beveled mag well.
Matching serial numbers on frame, slide & barrel. 
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	VALUE OF TAURUS PT 1911 FEATURES AT RETAIL VALUE
	Full length guide rod & reverse plug	$35
	Serrated slide rear and front	100
	Checkered 30-lpi trigger guard	50
	Checkered 30-lpi mainspring housing	60
	Checkered 30-lpi frontstrap	150
	Ambidextrous safety	125
	Beavertail grip safety with memory pad	120
	Skeletonized hammer	60
	Skeleton serrated trigger	100
	Trigger job	100
	Custom fit barrel (air-gauged bushing)	100
	Custom slide to frame fit	100
	Polished feedramp and barrel throat	50
	Lowered and flared ejection port	60
	Custom internal extractor	75
	Extended mag release button	35
	Beveled mag well	100
	Extra 8-round magazine	30
	SUBTOTAL	1600
	Basic Mil-Spec Model 1911 pistol	500
	TOTAL	2100
	NOTES: Prices are average of parts, installation, and fitting charges from five leading U.S. pistolsmiths based on a Mil-Spec basic Model 1911 pistol as the starting point.

 




  	Product Information

	Finish	Camo
	Action	
	Caliber	22TCM9R / 9mm
	Barrel Length	14.17
	Capacity	20+1
	Safety	
	Sights	

 	Product Information

	Finish	Green
	Action	Striker Fire
	Caliber	38 Special
	Barrel Length	2.4
	Capacity	35+1
	Safety	Trigger Safety
	Sights	

 	Product Information

	Finish	Gray
	Action	Single Shot
	Caliber	17 Mach 2
	Barrel Length	3.86
	Capacity	23 1
	Safety	N/A
	Sights	

 	Product Information

	Finish	Blue/Black
	Action	Single
	Caliber	45 ACP
	Barrel Length	5
	Capacity	8+1
	Safety	Manual Safety
	Sights	3-Dot
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Retail Store Availability 



	In-Store Purchase Only
	Lexington, KY	 Not in store
	Greenville, KY	 Not in store
	Sevierville, TN	 Not in store








*Please Note!! Many of our pictures are stock photo\'s provided to us by the manufacturer and do not necessarily represent the actual item being purchased. Please verify this picture accurately reflects the product described by the title and description on this page before you place your order.
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Description








Taurus 1911 45ACP 8RD Blued  	Model 
1191101	
Condition 

Factory New 
	Bud's Item # 
17285	UPC 
725327601029
	
Manufacturer 


Taurus
 	
 




	Caliber/Gauge	.45 ACP
	Specific Caliber	.45 ACP
	Finish	Blue
	Barrel Length	5
	Magazine Capacity	8


SA. Large frame, semi-auto. Steel construction. Ambidextrous
safety. Skeletonized trigger. Target hammer. Serrated slide. Checkered
trigger guard. Heinie "Straight Eight" 2-dot sights. Polished feed ramp.
Lowered & flared ejection port. Custom grip panels. Beavertail grip
safety w/memory pad. Extended magazine release. Beveled mag well.
Matching serial numbers on frame, slide & barrel. 
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	VALUE OF TAURUS PT 1911 FEATURES AT RETAIL VALUE
	Full length guide rod & reverse plug	$35
	Serrated slide rear and front	100
	Checkered 30-lpi trigger guard	50
	Checkered 30-lpi mainspring housing	60
	Checkered 30-lpi frontstrap	150
	Ambidextrous safety	125
	Beavertail grip safety with memory pad	120
	Skeletonized hammer	60
	Skeleton serrated trigger	100
	Trigger job	100
	Custom fit barrel (air-gauged bushing)	100
	Custom slide to frame fit	100
	Polished feedramp and barrel throat	50
	Lowered and flared ejection port	60
	Custom internal extractor	75
	Extended mag release button	35
	Beveled mag well	100
	Extra 8-round magazine	30
	SUBTOTAL	1600
	Basic Mil-Spec Model 1911 pistol	500
	TOTAL	2100
	NOTES: Prices are average of parts, installation, and fitting charges from five leading U.S. pistolsmiths based on a Mil-Spec basic Model 1911 pistol as the starting point.
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(51 Reviews) Rating 4.7 out of 5 
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John B

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










good price, Works Great with no problems, feeds, extracts, accurate 











Ronald E

on
01/04/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have two 1911 style pistols. This is the one from Taurus and I enjoy shooting it often. I have had not problems with the gun except it wants to get still if ammo is left in the gun for several days, as in a holster or sitting on a shelf in the safe. This seems to happen to every 1911 i have ever had. It is comfortable to shoot and not excessively heavy to carry if needed. Shoots to point of aim and I have used led, semi jacked hollow points and full metal jackets in it and no problems. 











John C

on
07/28/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had this Taurus PT1911 .45 ACP for 7 years now. It had 6-7 hiccups within the first 50 rounds fired. Since that time I have put 5,000-6,000 rounds of various loadings and brands of ammo, including reloads, and have never experienced one single FTF, FTE or FTFire. The only modification I have made was to add a set of nice custom grips. Also, the factory supplied mags have not given me one bit of a problem. I've also used other mags which have worked flawlessly.... Chip McC, Wilson, Ruger, Mecgar, MetalForm and a couple of old beat up GI surplus mags. The only negative; the finish is a bit thin and is wearing in places. But this gun is a tool, not a safe queen. This gun is used for plinking and home defense. I've not carried it on my person as a CC piece but it does ride in the center console of my SUV. I trust it to perform in the event my life or other's lives are in danger. I have confidence that it will NOT fail me. 











Yuniel A

on
12/19/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Has been a great gun never had any issues with it so far after using it for several years now 











Andrew W

on
06/07/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Amazing gun! I picked this bad boy up back in November 2012 and I was shocked by the price of it for all the features it included. Similar guns run thousands of dollars these days, but don't waste the money unless you've got it to spend. Other reviews mentioned that the gun comes dirty and this is totally true. It's not that it's dirty, but Taurus does put some kind of lubricant on their guns and even the mags, so you can just clean it off when you get it - no problem. I've heard that they do this to keep the gun from rusting or something of the sort, because they are manufactured in Miami, FL. The gun shoots great. I've put about 500 rounds through it and had 0 failures to feed or jams. It's very accurate and I think the beavertail feature plays a big role in making sure it's a comfortable grip in your hand. My only negative thing to say about it is that it is much harder to take apart than my XDM or my SD40ve. I think this is common for most 1911's, but this is my first one so I can't really say. Once you get the hang of it it's not bad. I just Youtube'd a video a figured it out pretty easily. I've heard multiple people say bad things about Taurus guns but I honestly have to disagree. Some people swear by their name brands and that's totally fine. This is a fantastic gun so don't let the name brand scare you away -- it's a great value and a solid gun. On the shipping for Buds, it was a bit slow because of the Christmas holiday, but their staff is great at answering your questions. I prefer to call them rather than email because times can really vary on their email responses, especially if you as 1,000 questions like I do before I buy a gun. Overall, great product, great site! **If you want the rail make sure to check with Bud's that this product has it, because I thought I was getting a rail and it didn't have one. Not a big deal b/c this gun is not the type I'd throw an attachment on anyway. 











Matt B

on
03/15/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










So I don't normally review products, but I felt compelled due to the high quality of this product. First of all, kudos to BGS for fast and safe shipping to my FFL dealer. Free shipping....can't beat that. 1. Fit & Finish: Broke the gun down and cleaned all of the cosmoline (factory shipping lube) off of the gun. Oiled it up as well. After cleaning, the gun showed off it's nice clean lines and decent finish for the price. All of the parts fit together as they should, not too much rattle. After disassembly i noticed all of the parts were nice and smooth. No burrs or "hack jobs" that I could find. 2. Range report: Right outta the box this thing is a tack driver. Loaded it up with 8 rounds per mag of winchester white box 230 grain ball ammo. It ripped up the 10 ring at 15 yards and hit where i pointed it every time. The sights (Heine straight 8 i believe) are very accurate and easy to acquire. POA was very natural. Mags accepted all 8 rounds like they should. Trigger is clean and crisp. Recoil is very slight and the gun is very well balanced. Recoil was more straight back, and had minimal muzzle rise/flip. I ended the session with a mag dump and fired every round in the mag as fast as possible, dropped the empty, reloaded another mag, dumped that one as well. Every shot hit paper(all easily within center mass) and had no failures. 16 shots in about 5 seconds 3. Overall experience: With a sub-$600 price point, nice fit and finish, and supreme accuracy, why would anyone want to spend 4-5 hundred more on a *imber or *olt? This thing is a modern marvel at this price point. 











Bill S

on
01/11/2013




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










I was debating buying the Taurus 1911 given the mixed reviews available on the net. I bought one because of Buds really low price. I'm sorry I did. Took the gun to the range, it shot 3 feet low, 1 foot left of point of aim for twenty rounds at 15 yards. Taurus wanted to send me a new front sight (stupid idea). One service rep said it might be the shooter. Guess what I told him? It's been almost 6 weeks since I sent the gun to them, rep says he has no idea when they will get to it. It appears Taurus has a serious quality control problem by allowing large numbers of defective guns out the door. That's why their repair facility is so backed up. I'll never...ever...buy another Taurus no matter how low the price. Bud's has a great price on Sig Sauer 1911s...my next purchase! 











Simon R

on
01/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds gun shop did a great job with shipping even though it was the holiday season. Took the gun to the range and put 100 rds through it. It worked like a charm no issues and the accuracy is amazing. Best christmas/birthday present to myself. 











Tarek B

on
12/23/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Best handgun deal on the web!!! I bought this gun as a gift for myself after getting into Med school because I've always wanted a 1911. My grandfather was a marine and carried one on his hip through Nam and Korea, and I just feel more American holding a full sized 1911. However, I was a bit skeptical about Taurus as a manufacturer, but for the price you can't get anything with as many features, as good aesthetics, or as good a warranty(both Bud's and the lifetime from Taurus) so I "bit the bullet" (sorry for the lame pun) and gave the gun a try. I had heard some things about the finish wearing quickly and the factory mags being crap, but that wasn't the case for me. I'm happy to report that the gun's a beast! I've put over 500 rounds through it so far with out a single malfunction, and I've fed multiple kinds of ammo including some reel crap. I also have yet to hit the range without someone admiring the gun asking me where I got it. Everyone knows the 45 caliber's a monster with a big bite, but the weight of the gun keeps down the recoil making firing and hitting your target all but foolproof (also the novak sights are excellent!). I shoot a 3" grouping at 30', but a more experienced shooter could probably blow one hole with this 1911 from that distance... it's that accurate. Not that hitting your target's even important when the sound your gun makes would scare off any would-be robber anyway. If you're on the fence about trying out this gun then GO FOR IT! It's much more fun to shoot than my 357 magnum, and it's never leaving my collection. 











Rodney L

on
11/30/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have had this gun for several months now and I love it. One of the best purchases I have made. Bud's service was excellent as always. The gun is flawless in both appearance and its function. I have put hundreds of rounds through it with no issues. Accuracy is supreme. 
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 Questions & Answers
(0 Questions) 











 Questions & Answers 




Ask the Community






	No questions have been posted for this product.














 Fit Charts - (Compatible Items)






	

 


	Fit Charts: These items are compatible with this firearm	

 




		
$30.49

	
$27.49

	
$16.99

	
$26.49

	
$43.99

	
$20.49

	
$25.99

	
$103.99

	
$21.42

	
$52.49

	
$20.49

	
$27.49


(Click here for details)
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Out of Stock Products




Products marked OUT OF STOCK are currently unavailable for purchase.
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Receive Money Saving Offers




Enter your email address to receive our best deals and other store updates.

















Enter your phone number to opt-in to receiving our best deals via text*





 



*By subscribing to Buds text messaging on 82124, you agree to receive recurring autodialed marketing text msgs (e.g. cart reminders) to the mobile number used at opt-in. Consent is not a condition of purchase. 
Msg frequency may vary. Msg & data rates may apply. Reply HELP for help and STOP to cancel. See Terms and Conditions & Privacy Policy.






Subscribing to BudsGunShop.com emails indicates your consent to our Conditions of Use and Privacy Notice.

Close
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View Manufacturers
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Qualified Professionals Only







The manufacturer only allows us to sell this item to individuals they consider to be "Qualified Professionals".

Please click HERE to learn more about Qualified Professional discounts.


Are you a Qualified Professional? Click HERE to login or submit your credentials.
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Find Accessories For My Gun




























You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community

Email Us
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